The q-q plot takes the ordered values and plots the jth point at j/(n+1) on the horizontal
axis and at F ( x j ;T ) on the vertical axis. For small values, the model assigns more
probability to being below that value than occurred in the sample. This indicates that
the model has a heavier left tail than the data. For large values, the model again
assigns more probability to being below that value (and so less probability to being
above that value). This indicates that the model has a lighter right tail than the data. Of
the five answer choices, only E is consistent with these observations. In addition, note
that as you go from 0.4 to 0.6 on the horizontal axis (thus looking at the middle 20% of
the data), the q-q plot increases from about 0.3 to 0.4 indicating that the model puts only
about 10% of the probability in this range, thus confirming answer E.
Question #60
Answer is C
The posterior probability of having one of the coins with a 50% probability of heads is
proportional to (.5)(.5)(.5)(.5)(4/6) = 0.04167. This is obtained by multiplying the
probabilities of making the successive observations 1, 1, 0, and 1 with the 50% coin
times the prior probability of 4/6 of selecting this coin. The posterior probability for the
25% coin is proportional to (.25)(.25)(.75)(.25)(1/6) = 0.00195 and the posterior
probability for the 75% coin is proportional to (.75)(.75)(.25)(.75)(1/6) = 0.01758. These
three numbers total 0.06120. Dividing by this sum gives the actual posterior
probabilities of 0.68088, 0.03186, and 0.28726. The expected value for the fifth toss is
then (.68088)(.5) + (.03186)(.25) + (.28726)(.75) = 0.56385.

Question #61
Answer is A
Because the exponential distribution is memoryless, the excess over the deductible is
also exponential with the same parameter. So subtracting 100 from each observation
yields data from an exponential distribution and noting that the maximum likelihood
estimate is the sample mean gives the answer of 73.
Working from first principles,
f ( x1 ) f ( x2 ) f ( x3 ) f ( x4 ) f ( x5 )
L(T )
[1  F (100)]5

T 1e125/TT 1e 150 /TT 1e165/TT 1e175/TT 1e250 /T
(e 100 /T )5

T 5e 365 /T .
Taking logarithms and then a derivative gives
l (T ) 5ln(T )  365 / T , l '(T ) 5 / T  365 / T 2 0.
The solution is Tˆ 365 / 5 73.
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